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Abstract—We present Centip3De, a large-scale 3D CMP with
a cluster-based near-threshold computing (NTC) architecture.
Centip3De uses a 3D stacking technology in conjunction with
130 nm CMOS. Measured results for a two-layer, 64-core system
are discussed, with the system achieving 3930 DMIPS/W energy
efficiency, which is > 3x improvement over traditional operation
at full supply voltage. This project demonstrates the feasibility
of large-scale 3D design, a synergy between 3D and NTC archi-
tectures, a unique cluster-based NTC cache design, and how to
maximize performance in a thermally-constrained design.

Index Terms—Near-threshold computing, 3D integrated cir-
cuits, many-core architectures, energy efficient, through-silicon
vias.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ROCESS scaling has resulted in exponential growth of
the number of transistors available to designers, with

high-performance designs now containing billions of devices
per chip [1]. However, with the stagnation of supply voltage
scaling in advanced technology nodes, power dissipation has
become a limiting factor in high-performance processor de-
sign. As a result, designers have moved away from a single,
high-complexity, super-scalar processor and instead have opted
for multiple, simpler, higher energy efficiency cores. In these
system-on-chip (SoC) or chip-multiprocessor (CMP) designs,
many components share the same chip. These systems typically
include processing cores, memory controllers, video decoders,
and other ASICs [2], [3].
Due to the large number of individual components in an SoC

or CMP, the interconnect network between components has be-
come critical to these systems. However, global interconnect has
not scaled nearly as well as transistor count since global wires
scale in only one dimension instead of two, resulting in fewer,
high resistance routing tracks.
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Three-dimensional (3D) integration seeks to address the
global interconnect scaling issue by adding multiple layers
of stacked silicon with vertical interconnect between them,
typically in the form of through-silicon vias (TSVs). Since
global interconnect can be millimeters long, and silicon layers
tend to be only tens of microns thick in 3D stacked processes,
the power and delay reductions by using vertical interconnect
can be substantial, often 30–50% [4].
Additional benefits of using 3D integration include the ability

to mix different process technologies (CMOS, bipolar, DRAM,
Flash, optoelectronics, etc.) within the same die and increased
yield through “known good die” techniques, where each layer
is tested before integration [5]. Integrated DRAM in particular
has shown significant performance improvements [6], [7]. Re-
cently, several industrial and academic 3D systems have been
demonstrated [8]–[12].
Heat dissipation is a salient issue with 3D integration. High

performance designs reached a maximum practical thermal de-
sign power (TDP) years ago. Since then, power density has been
increasing further due to non-ideal process scaling [13], which
is exacerbated by having multiple layers of silicon. In this work,
we propose using near-threshold computing (NTC) in 3D de-
sign to address these issues [14], [15]. We show how NTC has
a unique synergy with 3D design and propose a new clustered
cache architecture that exploits the unique properties of NTC
design. We demonstrate the proposed approaches in a 64-core
3D CMP design and present silicon measurements.
In previous work, subthreshold computing has been widely

used for maximum energy efficiency. In this realm, the supply
voltage is reduced below the threshold voltage of the devices
down to , the optimal voltage that minimizes energy/cycle.
By operating at , the leakage and dynamic power compo-
nents become nearly balanced, maximizing energy efficiency
( 12–16x greater than nominal operation). The cost of this
improvement is that performance is reduced by 1000x. This
trade-off, however, is particularly suitable for environmental
sensing applications [16], [17] and medical sensor applications
[18], where low activity rates are needed.
NTC focuses on high performance applications. To ac-

complish this, the supply voltage is instead reduced from the
wear-out limited nominal supply voltage to just above the
threshold voltage of the technology , resulting in a
60–80x power reduction [14], [15]. This reduction in power
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Fig. 1. Trade-offs of NTC operation in a range of process technologies. Data from 180 nm is measured, while the 32 nm data is simulated. NTC operation is
shown to be effective in both older and newer process technologies. Results from Centip3De are from a 130 nm process.

facilitates heavily 3D stacked designs. An associated 10x
performance loss is also incurred, resulting in 6–8x total
energy savings. This can be shown to be true across a range
of processes, with measured data from a 180 nm process and
simulated data from a 32 nm process shown in Fig. 1. This
loss of performance is more manageable, and can be recovered
through parallelism and the performance benefits of 3D-design,
resulting in both improved energy/operation and increased
overall performance for a fixed TDP [19].
A key observation in NTC design is the relationship between

activity factor and optimal energy point [19]. The energy con-
sumed in a cycle has two main components: leakage energy and
dynamic energy. At lower activity factors, the leakage energy
plays a larger role in the total energy, resulting in higher .
Fig. 2 illustrates this effect in a 32 nm simulation, where activity
factor was adjusted to mimic different components of a high
performance processor. Memories in particular have a much
lower activity factor and thus a much higher than core
logic. Although NTC does not try to achieve energy-optimal op-
eration, to maintain equivalent energy delay trade-off points,
the relative chosen NTC supply points should track with .
Thus, should be chosen to be relatively higher
than for them to maintain the same energy delay
trade-off point. This strategy does not conflict with other en-
ergy saving techniques such as “drowsy caches” [20]. But, since

is lower than (minimum functional voltage) for typ-
ical SRAM designs, a low-voltage memory design will have be
used, such as an 8T design [21] or a specially designed 6T [22].
For this reason, 8T SRAMs have become popular in industry for
lower level caches and register files [23], [24].
In Centip3De we have used this observation to reorganize our

CMP architecture. Instead of having many cores each with an
independent cache, the cores have been organized into 4-core
clusters and their aggregate cache space combined into a single,
4x-larger cache. This larger cache is then operated at a higher
voltage and frequency to service all four cores simultaneously.
To do this, the cores are operated out-of-phase (described in

Fig. 2. Activity factor versus minimum operating energy.As activity factor
decreases, the leakage component of energy/operation increases thereby making
the energy optimal operating voltage increase. To account for this, Centip3De
operates caches at a higher voltage and frequency that the cores. An 8T SRAM
design was used to ensure that is below .

detail in Section II.C) and are serviced in a round robin fashion.
Each core still sees a single-cycle interface and has access to a
much larger cache space when necessary.
The NTC cluster architecture also provides mechanisms for

addressing a key limiter in parallelization: intrinsically serial
program sections. To accelerate these portions of the program,
Centip3De uses per-cluster DVFS along with architecturally-
based boosting modes. With two cores of the cluster disabled,
the cluster cache can reconfigure its pipeline to access tag arrays
and data arrays in parallel instead of serially and change from
a 4x core cache frequency multiplier to a 2x multiplier. The
remaining core(s) are voltage boosted and operate at 2x their
original frequency, roughly doubling their single-threaded per-
formance. The performance of the boosted cores is further im-
proved by the fact that they access a larger cache and hence have
a lower miss rate. To offset the related increase in cluster power
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Fig. 3. System block diagram. The block diagram is organized and shaded by layer, with F2F connections shown as lines crossing between these layers. The 8
buses each connect to all 16 clusters as well as a round-robin arbiter.

and heat, other clusters can be disabled or their performance
reduced.
The Centip3De NTC cluster architecture has manufactura-

bility benefits as well. By using lower voltages many of the com-
ponents have improved lifetime and reliability. Redundancy in
the cluster-based architecture allows faulty clusters to be dis-
abled which known good die techniques can be coupled with to
further increase yield. Centip3De’s boosting modes in combina-
tion with “silicon odometer” techniques improve performance
while maintaining lifetime [25], [26].
Additional benefits of the NTC cluster architecture include

reduced coherence traffic and simplified global routing. Coher-
ence between the cores is intrinsically resolved in the cache
while the top level memory architecture has 4x fewer leaves.
Drawbacks include infrequent conflicts between processes
causing data evictions and a much larger floorplan for the
cache. In architectural simulation, however, we found that the
data conflicts were not significant to performance for analyzed
SPLASH2 benchmarks, and we effectively addressed floor-
planning issues with 3D design.
To demonstrate the proposed design concepts, we describe

Centip3De [12], a large-scale 3D CMP with a cluster-based
NTC architecture. Centip3De uses Tezzaron’s 3D stacking
technology in conjunction with Chartered 130 nm process.
Measured results for a two-layer, 16-cluster system are dis-
cussed. Section II starts with an overview of the architecture,
then describes each of the components of the system in detail.
Section III describes Tezzaron’s 3D integration technologies
and Section IV discusses how 3D integration factored into
design reuse. Silicon results are presented in Section V, future
expansions of the 3D stack are described in Section VI, and the
paper concludes in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Centip3De is a large-scale, 3D CMP containing clusters of
ARM Cortex-M3 cores [27] designed with the NTC principles
described in Section I. A system containing two layers bonded
face-to-face (F2F) has been measured, where 16 clusters
localize the cores to a single layer and the caches to another.

Upper metal layers are used to create F2F connections, as
described in Section III, while TSVs are used for off-chip com-
munication. TSVs are also present for the future back-to-back
(B2B) and face-to-back (F2B) stack expansions described in
Section VI.
To determine the system architecture, analysis was per-

formed using SPLASH2 benchmarks (Cholesky, FFT, FMM,
LU, Radix, and Raytrace) on the gem5 simulator as performed
in [19]. A 128b, eight-bus architecture was chosen based
on cache miss bandwidth requirements, floorplanning con-
straints, and to match data widths of future connect memories
(Section VI). A cluster size of four cores per cluster, a 1 kB in-
struction cache, and a 8 kB data cache were chosen to maximize
energy efficiency while working within our area constraints. In
this study, four-core cluster systems were found to be 27%more
energy efficient while providing 55% more throughput than
one-core cluster systems for Centip3De’s design constraints
(technology parameters, available area, type of core, SRAM
performance, and voltage scaling targets).
For multi-program support, each of the 64 cores runs with

an independent stack pointer in a non-virtualized memory
space with access to a core ID and other core-specific registers
programmed by JTAG. Each cluster contains a cluster-level
memory-mapped semaphore to support fine-grained data
locking. With these tools, Centip3De can support completely
separate programs, or a single program with many threads.
In addition to cores and caches, each cluster contains local

clock generators and synchronizers. Fig. 3 shows a block dia-
gram for the architecture with the blocks organized by layer.
Centip3De also has an extensive clock architecture to facilitate
voltage scaling, which is discussed in detail in Section II.E.

A. Floorplanning

Floorplanning in 3D design addresses the main two classes
of interconnect: signal routing and power delivery. Signal
routing between layers can be through fine grained (transistor
level) or coarser grained (bus level) vertical interconnect.
Centip3De uses bus level connections for design simplicity.
However, due to the low parasitics of vertical interconnect in
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Fig. 4. Artistic rendering of a cluster.Relative module size and placement are accurate. F2F connections are represented as dots with lines between.

Tezzaron’s process (Section III), Centip3De places high-per-
formance, routing-dense buses vertically, which in this system
are between cores and caches, and within the bus architecture.
To improve power routability, the cores and caches were sep-

arated into different layers since they use separate power sup-
plies. This partitioning eliminated one power class from each
layer which reduced resistive droop by approximately 15–25%
for the same resources. Localizing the caches to a single layer
also simplified the bus design. Careful planning of bus hub ports
eliminated cache bus routing congestion on that layer. The
twin bus hub columns are bridged with eight buses on the core
layer, which has little additional global routing.
By building the bus architecture vertically, required routing

resources reduced by approximately 50% compared to a single-
layer floorplan. Similar gains are obtained in energy and perfor-
mance, and were not offset by 3D interconnect loading due to
its relatively small overhead.

B. Processing Core

Centip3De contains 64 ARM Cortex-M3 cores, which have
a 3-stage, in-order, single issue pipeline. In this 130 nm design,
the core operates between 10MHz at 650mV and 80MHz at
1.15 V.
The core has a JTAG interface that allows access to status

registers within the core, reset and halt capabilities, and ac-
cess to the memory system. JTAG also provides access to the
memory system, which includes memory mapped IO (MMIO).
The JTAG data signals are daisy-chained between the four cores
of each cluster, then between multiple clusters, as described in
Section II.F.
MMIO registers control the stack pointer location, general

purpose registers, a hard reset, and core clock adjustment con-
trols. The clock adjustment controls allow the measurement and

control of core cache clock skew that is further described in
Section II.E. MMIO also allows access to a hardware based
semaphore contained in the cache, which organizes memory op-
erations within the cluster. Core 0 has additional MMIO regis-
ters (they exist vestigially in cores 1–3) to access cache mode,
cache clock skew measurement and control, and cache clock
multiplier controls. The core 0 MMIO has additional registers
to control clock gating for the other three cores and multiplexers
to add or remove those cores from the JTAG daisy chain.
The clusterfloorplan for the core layer is shown in Fig. 4. Each

of the four cores is identical—the same layout is mirrored four
times to achieve the cluster layout. In the center of the cluster is
the clock delay generator and the skew measurement unit. Core
0 has 598 signals, while cores 1–3 each have 331 signals, for a
total of 1591 connections to the cache. This results in 25,456
core cache vertical interconnects for the 64-core system. The
vertical interconnections are visualized in Fig. 4. Outputs from
the core are differential to facilitate level conversion in the cache.
All core signals connect F2F to the cache on the adjacent

layer, with no direct connections to other modules on the same
layer (Fig. 3). The core also contains a square grid of dummy
TSVs on a 50 m pitch to meet TSV density rules, and are vis-
ible in Fig. 5. Since the cluster is rotated to many orientations
(as seen in Fig. 5), both grids are square (x and y dimension
matched) and can rotate together on the relevant copper honey-
comb interface patterns discussed in Section III.

C. Cluster Cache

The cluster cache contains a 1 kB instruction cache, an 8 kB
data cache, clock generators, and hardware semaphores. The
cache operates between 40MHz at 800mV and 160MHz at
1.65 V. The cache can operate in high-efficiency four- and three-
core modes or high-performance two- and one-core modes. In
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Fig. 5. Die micrographs of two-layer system. Two layers are bonded face-to-face. The clusters can be seen through the backside of the core layer silicon.
Wirebonding pads line the top and bottom edges. Above, the clusters can be seen by the pattern of dummy TSVs; the clusters have a square grid of TSVs (for
rotational symmetry), whereas the space between cores has more densely packed rows of TSVs.

three-/four-core modes, the cache operates 4x the frequency of
the cores, and the enabled cores operate with separate clocks
that are 90 out-of-phase. In one-/two-core modes, the relation-
ships are 2x and 180 , respectively. The cache is pipelined such
that in all modes the cores see a typical, single-cycle interface
to the cache.
For robust low-voltage operation, the cache uses a custom 8T

bitcell design with tunable pulse generators. A word length of
32b and a line length of 128b were chosen to match the core and
bus datapath widths, respectively. The cache supports 4-way set
association nominally and a direct mapped mode for debugging.
The three/four-core mode supports higher efficiency than the

one-/two-core mode by first reading and checking the tag arrays,
then accessing only the necessary data array(s). By doing this,
at most one data array is read per hit, or all four data arrays for
a miss with eviction. In contrast, each of the four data arrays
are read for every access in one/two-core mode, in case there is
a hit. When a miss occurs, the other cores are able to continue
operation until a conflict occurs.
The cluster clock generator is shown in Fig. 6. These two

modes require different frequency and phase relationships with
the core clocks. These clocks are generated locally based on
configuration bits from core 0 and synchronized with the bus
clock with a tunable delay buffer. Before generating the core
clocks, the cache clock is first divided by a factor between one

and eight. The clocks transition glitch-free duringmode changes
to prevent core logic corruption, which is particularly important
for core 0. The individual core clocks can also be gated by con-
figuration bits from core 0 to reduce energy consumption in un-
needed cores.
To assist in multi-core programming, hardware-based sema-

phores are included in the cache to provide a read-modify-write
operation to a select number of addresses. Inputs from the core
are differential and are level converted upon entry into the
cache. Similarly, outputs to the bus are also differential.
The floorplan in the cache is shown in Fig. 4. The F2F connec-

tions from the cores appear in the center of the floorplan. This is
particularly beneficial since the SRAMs use all five metal layers
of this process, thereby causing significant routing congestion.
By using 3D stacking, we estimate that cache routing resource
requirements were reduced by approximately 30%. These ben-
efits were not offset by the loading requirements of the 3D in-
terface, since the parasitic capacitance and resistance of the F2F
connections are small.
A square grid of dummy TSVs exists on a 50 m pitch and is

aligned with the TSV grid of the cores such that that the cluster
design may be rotated. Within the SRAM arrays, some dummy
TSVs are safely forgone while others are aligned with pre-ex-
isting power routing. The dummy TSV impact on array utiliza-
tion is less than 1.5%.
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Fig. 6. Glitch-free clock generator and associated waveform. The bus clock is divided to generate the cache clock. The core clocks are then generated from the
cache clock, depending on the mode. Since Core 0 sets the clock mode but also uses one of the generated clocks, it is important that its clock never glitches. For
safety, this unit is designed such that no clock glitches. Additional components include clocked multiplexers for selecting between modes and gating-off partial
cycles post-reset.

D. Bus Architecture

The bus architecture includes eight independent, 128b buses
that operate between 160MHz at 1.05 V and 320MHz at 1.6 V
(all at the same frequency). The eight buses represent indepen-
dent address spaces and service cache misses from all sixteen
clusters. A round-robin arbiter determines the order of priority
of the requests (Fig. 3). The buses are each physically split into
two columns that span the cache and core layers of the chip.
Each bus can service a single request at a time, which takes

six to fifteen bus cycles. Crossing from one column to the other
induces a single-cycle penalty each way. For cores operating
in higher efficiency modes, a cache miss and resulting memory
request incur as little as a single-cycle penalty for the core. In
the highest performance core modes a cache miss becomes a
four-cycle minimum penalty.
The bus arbiter contains configuration bits to mask out faulty

clusters, although this proved to be unnecessary in our testing.
Configuration bits also control which three bits of the memory
address select the bus, with options being either the top three
or bottom three. These settings allow Centip3De to either dis-
tribute traffic to all of the memory buses, or localize traffic to
particular buses.
The two communication columns are bridged on the core

layer with eight buses, while the routing to the clusters is on the
cache layer. Routing lanes exist between the clusters on both
layers to facilitate this routing. The main portion of the logic
exists in two bus hubs on each layer. Vertical interconnect in
the bus hub modules alleviates routing congestion within the
module, reducing the footprint and making additional perimeter
space accessible for global routing.

E. Clock Architecture

Centip3De is designed so that cores, caches, and the main
bus operate on different power domains with level converters

included between these power domains. Since each power do-
main can be scaled individually depending on the desired power
and performance target, inter-clock-domain skew becomes an
issue. For example, if a cluster that runs at half the frequency of
the main bus is re-tuned to run at a quarter of the frequency, then
the delay through its clock tree will change, resulting in timing
violations when crossing clock domain boundaries.
To address inter-clock-domain skew caused by voltage

scaling, each clock domain has a delay generator and each
relevant pair of clock domains has a skew detector connected
at the leaves. This method also simplified clock tree matching
between separately designed modules. By tuning the clock tree
once, the settings can be saved and restored, even for different
dies, although re-tuning a particular die is possible if needed.
As shown in Fig. 7, an initial clock is generated by a phase-

lock loop (PLL), which locks to an off-chip clock reference, or
can be controlled directly (no-feedback) via an off-chip refer-
ence voltage. This clock is used to generate three global clocks
that can be aligned using two phase comparators. Each com-
putation cluster has its own clock generator for cache and core
clocks. The core clocks are phase compared to the cache clock,
which is also phase compared to the bus clock.
The phase comparator design is similar to simple PLL phase

comparators. A flip flop is used to compare the phases of two
clock trees by connecting the slower and faster clocks to the flip
flopclockanddatapins, respectively.Thephase result progresses
through two additional flip flops to protect against metastability.
In lieu of an RC filter, an up/down counter counts for a preset
number of cycles (2048). The phase comparators are controlled
via scan chain at the system level or JTAG at the cluster level.

F. Offchip I/O and Power

Aluminum wire bonding pads were added to the core back-
side for packaging. These structures are visible in the periphery
of the die in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. Clock architecture. To align clock phases after phase changes due to voltage scaling, the clock architecture includes clock phase comparators and digitally
controlled tunable delay buffers.

Due to floorplanning constraints, the digital and analog pads
were moved to the center of the floorplan on the cache layer
(Fig. 5). On the core layer, these areas are used to route bridging
buses between the two communication columns. Routing from
these pads to the chip periphery used extra-wide wiring for ro-
bustness.
In a trade-off between testing time and number of IO pads, the

JTAG data signals were daisy-chained through the four cores of
a cluster and two clusters on the same cache layer. In this way,
there are eight JTAG data interfaces, each connected to eight
cores, which facilitates the parallel loading of data. A scan chain
is included to control system-level configuration settings, such
as clock delay chain settings and phase generator controls [28].

III. TEZZARON’S 3D TECHNOLOGY

Tezzaron’s FaStack® technology stacks wafers of silicon (as
opposed to individual dies) using copper bonding [29]. Before

each wafer pair is bonded, a layer of copper is deposited in
a regular honeycomb pattern that is then thinned. Due to the
homogeneity of the pattern, it is very flat after thinning, and
when two wafers with this pattern are pressed together with
heat, the copper bonds strongly. After a bond, one side of the
resulting wafer is thinned so that only a few microns of silicon
remains, which exposes TSVs for 3D bonding, flip-chip, or
wirebonding patterns. The TSVs are made of Tungsten, due to
preferable thermal-mechanical properties, and are created after
the transistors, but before the lowest metal layers, preventing
the loss of any metal tracks. Since their diameter is small
(1.2 m), their length is short (around six microns), and they’re
only coupling to the bulk silicon, their parasitic resistance
and capacitance is very small (about as much capacitance as
a small gate). The finished wafer stack has a silicon pitch of
approximately 13 microns with a per-interface TSV density of
up to 160,000/mm . The combination of thin silicon layers, a
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Fig. 8. Seven-layer system block diagram. Centip3De includes up to seven layers in future versions, including two core layers, two cache layers, and three
DRAM layers.

high density of tungsten TSVs, and planes of bonding copper
together maximize heat dissipation in this stacking technology.
A similar process is used to stack two dies of different sizes.

In this design, the Tezzaron Octopus DRAM [30] is much larger
than the core and cache layers. To stack these, the wafer of
smaller dies is thinned, coated with copper, and then diced. The
wafer of larger dies is also thinned and coated with copper. The
smaller dies are put in a tray to hold them in place and the tray of
smaller dies and the larger wafer are pressed together to finish
the bond. A larger copper pattern is used to support less-pre-
cise alignment, using 27 TSVs for each connection. This process
would not be needed if the two designs had the same physical
dimensions.

IV. DESIGN REUSE

Design reuse in 3D ICs has challenges at both module and
layer levels. At the module level, we reduced design effort for
the core and cache designs by tiling instead of recreating each
core and cache instance. This simplified verification, DRC, and
LVS, however placing vertical interconnect in a design that may

be rotated or flipped proved challenging. TSVs and F2F inter-
connects both connect to a pre-set honeycomb pattern. These
designs could only use TSV and F2F interconnect locations
that are rotationally symmetric around the origin of the module,
relative to the honeycomb pattern. For the F2F interfaces, this
created a 5 m square grid of interconnect locations that could
be used. For the B2B interface, however, this was a 50 m
grid. This restriction only applied to modules that needed to be
flipped and rotated, which included the clusters only. The B2B
interface in the cluster was needed for placing filler TSVs only.
At layer level a modification was created to expand the

system from two logic layers to four. Since the two-layer
logic stack is symmetric across the Y-axis, it is possible to
combine two completed two-layer stacks such that their bus
interfaces align. The core-side of the two-layer stack contained
the DRAM interface, so the cache-side was used to expand the
logic stack with B2B TSVs. This design strategy requires only
one additional mask for fabrication, the copper pattern for the
B2B interface. To complete the expansion, a flipping interface
and side-detector were added, as discussed in Section VI.A.
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TABLE I
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY DATA.

CONNECTION NUMBERS INCLUDE ONLY SIGNALS.
F2F CONNECTIONS ARE FOR A SINGLE F2F BONDING INTERFACE

Fig. 9. Measured core frequency and energy profile.

V. MEASURED RESULTS

A two-layer system was fabricated with results provided.
Technology data and system information are shown in Table I.
A die micrograph is shown in Fig. 5. In this system a core layer
and a cache layer were bonded face to face. The backside of
the core layer was then ground down, exposing TSVs for the
DRAM interface and for offchip I/O. A layer of aluminum was
then applied to create wirebonding pads for the TSVs and to
cover exposed DRAM and dummy TSVs. The chip was then
wirebonded in a 256-pin, ceramic PGA package, and tested
using a custom-designed PCB and LabVIEW.
A measured frequency and energy profile of the core is in-

cluded in Fig. 9. Although Centip3De can support a wide variety
of voltages, frequencies, and modes for each cluster, four con-
figurations in particular were used in this analysis, as detailed

in Table II. The modes were chosen to illustrate a wide range
of operations, with maximum energy efficiency at low voltage
in four-core mode, and maximum boosting performance at high
voltage in one-core mode.
The test program was written in C, compiled into the ARM

Thumb ISA, and loaded into the cluster via JTAG. It contains
a number of arithmetic operations based on an example power
virus program provided by ARM and also uses the hardware
semaphores to ensure that all four cores start the main portion of
the program simultaneously. It is designed to stress the caches,
but also fit within them since the DRAM is currently unavail-
able for use. The direct-mapped cache mode facilitates opera-
tion without DRAM.
For each performance point the core voltage is adjusted first.

Each core voltage requires a different clock tree alignment set-
ting, which was applied using JTAG controls. After a particular
operating voltage for the core is set, the minimum necessary
cache voltage is determined. After the cache voltage is adjusted,
the cache clock is first re-aligned to the bus clock and then the
core clock is re-aligned to the cache clock. During clock phase
alignment, the phase comparator counter typically returned one
of the two extreme values, meaning that the clock jitter was sig-
nificantly smaller than the delay generators FO1 delay incre-
ment, and a three or four bit counter would work as well as
eleven bits. The phase generator and phase comparators were
always able to align the clock trees across a variety of voltage
scaling scenarios. In a commercial application, the phase infor-
mation would be stored in a look-up table off-chip and would
be managed by the system BIOS. The operating system would
make advanced configuration and power interface (ACPI) re-
quests for particular power states, and the BIOS would provide
the voltage and configuration definitions of these states.
The highest efficiency four-core mode operates with cores

at 10MHz and caches at 40MHz, achieving 8800 DMIPS/W
(Table II). Latency critical threads can operate in the boosted
mode at up-to 8x higher frequency. The boosted one-core
mode operates the core at 80MHz and the cache at 160MHz.
The difference in energy efficiency and single-threaded perfor-
mance between four-core and one-core modes is 7.6x and 8x,
respectively.
Boosting clusters within a fixed TDP environment may re-

quire disabling or down-boosting other clusters to compensate
for that cluster’s increase in power consumption. A package
with a 250mWTDP can support all sixteen clusters in four-core
mode (configuration 16/0/0/0, with the number of clusters in
each mode designated as 4C/3C/2C/1C). Up to five clusters
can be boosted to three-core mode (11/5/0/0) while remaining
within the budget. To boost a cluster to one-core mode, how-
ever, would require disabling other clusters, resulting in system
configuration 9/0/0/1. By boosting clusters, Centip3De is able
to efficiently adapt to processing requirements. Fig. 11 shows a
range of system configurations under a fixed TDP of 250mW.
On the left are high-efficiency configurations, with more ag-
gressively boosted configurations on the right, which provide
single-threaded performance when needed.
A wider system-level analysis is performed in Table III. A

variable number of clusters are boosted from four-core mode
to other modes, providing a variety of trade-offs between
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TABLE II
CLUSTER CONFIGURATIONS USED IN POWER AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Fig. 10. Power and performance results of four system modes from Table II. (a) system power breakdown, (b) system voltage configurations, (c) single
threaded performance, (d) system throughput, (e) system energy efficiency.

single-threaded performance and energy efficiency. Four
system-level modes are analyzed in detail in Fig. 10, with
power breakdowns, voltages, single threaded performance, en-

ergy efficiency, and throughput visualized. An ARMCortex-A9
in a 40 nm process is able to achieve 8000 DMIPS/W [31]. At
peak system efficiency Centip3De achieves 3930 DMIPS/W.
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TABLE III
POWER AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS.

TOTAL NUMBER OF CLUSTERS IS 16 FOR EACH SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 11. Range of system configurations under a 250 mW fixed TDP. The
number of clusters in each mode is listed as 4-core/3-core/2-core/1-core. Each
configuration emphasizes a different cluster mode, with the most energy effi-
cient configurations on the left, and the highest single-threaded performance on
the right.

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This paper describes a measured two-layer, 64-core system,
while the final systemwill include up to seven layers, 128-cores,
and 256 MB of DRAM, via already existing cross-layer inter-
faces. These include a flipping interface to allow the addition
of another core and cache layer pair, and a DRAM interface,
which allow the addition of three layers of DRAM as shown
in Fig. 8. These additional layers use back-to-back (B2B), and
face-to-back (F2B) bonds in addition to the F2F bonds used in
the measured system.

A. Flipping Interface

The seven-layer system includes duplicated core and cache
layers. These layers are designed to be reused, i.e., they are iden-

tical copies. To accomplish this, a flipping interface is designed
into the bus hub on the cache layer, as seen in Fig. 3. The two
bus hubs are placed equidistant from the center of the chip so
that when two cache layers are aligned B2B, the bus hubs also
align. The flipping interface in the bus hubs includes pairs of
tri-state buses.
The direction of each of these buses is determined by

detecting which side of the B2B interface is connected to
the DRAM and/or wirebonding pads. A single internally
pulled-down IO pad is used to make this determination. The
side-detector connected to the outside world will be wirebonded
to , whereas the other will automatically pull-down to
ground instead. By doing this, we can safely negotiate the
directions of the tri-state buses. The side-detector also disables
redundant units such as the unconnected DRAM interfaces and
unnecessary bus hubs, labeled at the top of Fig. 3.

B. DRAM Interface

In the seven-layer system, there will be 256 MB of Octopus
DRAM organized into eight banks, each with its own DRAM
interface [30]. The DRAM interfaces are similar to DDR2 and
use double edge clocking for data transfer to the DRAM. They
operate between 160MHz at 1.05 V and 320MHz at 1.6 V, on
the same frequency and voltage domain as the bus architecture.
They also use a double frequency clock at 320/640MHz to fa-
cilitate DDR operation. With the bus architecture, the DRAM
interfaces provide 2.23–4.46 GB/s of memory bandwidth to the
clusters.
Similar to typical DDR2 interfaces, a page must first be

opened before it can be accessed. The controller keeps track
of which DRAM page is currently open, and opens new pages
when necessary. Memory operations are performed in 4 128b
bursts that are also cached. Depending if the page is closed, the
page is open, or the needed data is already cached, a DRAM
operation can take between one and eight bus cycles. DRAM
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interface settings include typical RAS and CAS settings, among
others.
TheDRAMcontrollers are synthesizedwith the bus and share

the bus hub module area on the core layer. The bus hubs were
placed directly on top of the DRAM interface. Large clusters of
TSVs were used to connect to the DRAM through the die-to-
wafer stacking process. These TSVs provide sufficient density
to meet TSV density requirements.
The DRAM has one control layer and 1–4 Gb bitcell layers;

the seven-layer Centip3De system will include two bitcell
layers. The control and sense amplifier layer was designed
by Tezzaron in the same Chartered 130 nm process used for
the core and cache layers. The bitcell layers were provided
by an outside vendor to Tezzaron, who then stacked all 2–5
wafers together for the final DRAM wafer stack. To configure
the DRAM internal timing and program the number of bitcell
layers, the DRAM contains a “message box” control interface
that is accessible by the scan chain.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we proposed a cluster-based NTC architecture as
a solution for maximizing performance in a TDP-constrained
environment. Centip3De was implemented in Tezzaron’s 3D
stacking process, demonstrating the feasibility of 3D design,
particularly when coupled with energy-efficient computing. Is-
sues such as design reuse, floorplanning, and voltage scaling
in a 3D environment were discussed. A two-layer system was
fabricated and measured, achieving 3930 DMIPS/Watt energy
efficiency in a 130 nm process. At 46.4M devices, Centip3De is
one of the largest academic projects to date.
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